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Counterintuitive Victim Behaviors
Anna C. Salter, PhD
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Counterintuitive Victim Behavior
“Behavior of the victim during or
following an assault that, on the surface,
does not make sense, runs counter to
common sense, or is unexpected.”
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What Did Boston Do?
n

People ran to victims

n

Residents went back to work

n

Injured got back to their lives

n

City got back to a normal life

n

Had another marathon
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The World Called It . . .
Boston Strong
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n

When victims of a terrorist attack go about
a normal life, we call it
Boston Strong

n

When sexual assault victims go about a
normal life, we say
It didn’t happen.
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Victim Counterintuitive Behaviors

•

Not fighting or resisting during the assault
Not yelling when others in the vicinity
Not escaping when had opportunity
Continuing with the evening - movies
Having sex, sleeping after the assault

•

Texting, calling, dating the perpetrator

•
•
•
•
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Offender Excuses
n
n
n

Everybody likes sex
Didn’t say anything afterwards
Answered my text

n

Didn’t yell
Didn’t try to escape

n

Didn’t harm her if no injuries

n
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Pretend Normal
•

Acting “normal”
• Going to school
•

Playing sports
Shopping, partying, going to work

•

No overt display of distress, trauma, assault

•

Hiding assault – make-up over bruises
Acting “as if” nothing happened

•

•
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What happens if you fall down in public?
First thought: Not making a scene
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Problem is . . . .
•

There is no one reaction to sexual
assault.

•

There are a variety of reactions – some of
whom are counterintuitive.
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n

The problem is not victim behavior.

n

The problem is that the “audience” has faulty
expectations.
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All rapes aren’t violent stranger rapes
But
The reactions we expect:
Occur in violent stranger rapes
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Faulty Expectations
•

Retrospective view
• Clear it was a sexual assault

•

At the time
• Where was the line crossed?
• Was it crossed?
• What is happening? Is it OK? Why is it
happening?
• Is this my fault?
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Victims believe myths, too!
Women who say they have had intercourse
through force or the threat of force
½ think they were raped
(Bonner & Parrot, 1997; Koss, 1985)

Effective Strategies for
Sexual Assault Prosecution
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Alec Cook

19

Getting Acquainted
n

He hitched onto her bike while skateboarding

n

Exchanged info

n

Studied together

n

Much in common - both psychology majors
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Incident
n

Went to her work place (fast food)

n

Waited for her/Had dinner together

n

Studied together library – she test in AM

n

Invited to apartment

n

“I don’t want a fuck buddy.”
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Cook began penetrating her vagina
with his penis and “started choking me”
by “clenching my neck.” She stated her
“vision started to go.” Cook then
pushed her face into the pillow “so I
couldn’t breathe.” Leah shouted, “You
have to stop, I’m going to pass out”
into the pillow. Cook let go of her neck
and grabbed her hair.
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He forcefully pulled her head up and
back with the handful of hair and
continued to have intercourse with her
while he held her hair. Afterwards, Cook
flipped Leah onto her back and, while
continuing vaginal intercourse,
commenced slapping Leah in the face.
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She stated he would “yank me
everywhere he wanted,” and that he was
“very forceful and sudden.” She stated
he “yanked her into every imaginable
position, including with her on top of him,
him on top of her, and with her on her
hands and knees. He would not speak
when he changed positions but would
just grab her forcefully and move her.
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Afterwards
n

He let her up.

n

Talked constantly as she dressed.

n

Said he wanted to see her again.
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Thursday 2:16 AM Cook: “Still alive?”
Leah: “lmao yep!”
Cook: “Night!
Leah: “Night, bruh.”
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Text to Brother After Violent Rape
”When u tell A Male no stop I’m not comfortable
slow down S T O P and he decides that must be
code for convince me and you jerk to free
yourself and have that sudden realization of oh
shit he’s so much stronger there’s actually no
way I can get free unless I somehow talk him
out of this, which I cant “
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2nd Text to Brother
2:42 am
couldnt get to my phone, couldn’t get to the
door, my arms are sore from the death grip
and being repeatedly yanked backward when
I tried to walk away” “I dont feel like I was
assaulted...I dont think. But I feel very weird”
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Next Morning

Thurs. 9:31 AM
Cook: “G’Luck babe”

Thurs. 6:51 pm
Cook: “I’m gonna hit you up when I get done
with my test J
Thurs. 9:20 pm Cook: “Home free yo”
Thurs. 9:37 pm
Leah: “I don’t think we should hang
anymore.” “My body hurts a lot today”
“And I don’t really want a fuckbuddy”
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Thursday 10:30 pm
Cook: “I’m chill with not chilling tonight.” “I
do want a second date”
Thurs. 10:47 pm
Leah: “I don’t. This is just moving too
fast and I feel pressured.
Cook: “Okay”
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Cook Notebook
n

Notebook described each woman and
goals he had for her

n

“Police called it an “index” of what Cook
wanted to do with women—including
statements of sexual desires and a box
marked “killed?” with a faint strikethrough.”
(Mother Jones, 1.29.18)
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Dane County Circuit Judge Stephen Ehlke
Threw it out

33
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n

Dane County Circuit Judge Stephen Ehlke
said he struggled with the right thing to do
in his decision but said his primary
concern in sentencing Cook was that the
victims’ voices be heard.
(Milwaukee State Journal 6.22.18)
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Voices Heard?
Allowed defense to attack victims in sentencing
Victims traumatized
By attacks
By sentencing
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Outcome
23 Counts
Sexual Assault
Stalking
Strangulation
Pled to 5 felonies
Sentence
3 years in prison
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Impact of Myths
When sexual assault like myth,
Victim’s behaviors meet expectations.
When sexual assault not like myth,
Victim’s behaviors do not meet expectations
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Victims in Treatment for . . .
n

Assaults by offender

n

Attacks in court

n

Sentence
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Not Mattering
Offender
Always

Family/police/victim advocates/other staff
Judges
Media
Sometimes
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Impact of Criminal Justice System
Positive or negative
Healing or traumatizing
Never neutral
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What Crimes Include Counterintuitive
Behavior?
n

Dating relationship

n

Intra-familial sexual assault or exploitation
(e.g., children, family members)

n

Non-strangers (e.g., friends, co-workers)
Effective Strategies for
Sexual Assault Prosecution
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What’s the Problem
Offender’s Counterintuitive Behavior
Produces
Victim Counterintuitive Behavior
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“As she was getting dressed, Leah stated
Cook was ‘really casual’ asking “What’s
your schedule, when can I see you again?”
Leah replied that she was busy and she
was not sure when she would see him
again. Cook continued to “talk about
himself and the things in his room” as Leah
dressed.
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Gas Lighting
n

Slapping someone in a restaurant and
pretending they didn’t.

n

Raping a young woman and sending a text the
next day saying they had a wonderful time

n

Asking for another date

n

Continuing with the evening
In families –continuing with family life

n
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Perp’s Counterintuitive Behavior
n “Kindness” following violence

n Professions of love

n “Forgetting” or acting normal
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Faulty Expectations
Super Hero Myths
If it were a sexual assault, I would have
automatically:
n Run out of the room
n Fought him off
n Never
n Called

seen him again
police immediately
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Conflicting Behavioral
Expectations
Social Relationships
n
n
n
n
n
n

n

Trustworthy
Ongoing relationship
Be nice to person
Do not make a scene
Not going to harm you
Continue with normal
relationship
Would not sexually
assault you

Sexual Assault
n Betrays trust
n Uses ongoing relationship
n Nice before & after
n Relies on social norms
n Denies he is harming you
n Pretend normal
n Gas lighting
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Several times Leah tried to get to her phone
and make excuses to leave. She said,
among other things she wanted to let her
roommate know where she was, said she
was exhausted and had class in the morning.
Each time she tried to leave the bed Cook
would pull her back. Leah stated that Cook
“always had a death grip on my arm or
body.”
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Social Fabric
n People

want to return to normalcy

n Continue

n Feels

to play social roles

safer
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Counterintuitive Victim Behavior
Result of clash between social norms for how we
are supposed to treat social/family relationships
and
Reality of sexual assault
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Social Relationships

Social
Relationships

Sexual Assault

Confusion

Sexual
Assault
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Has This Changed Since Me Too?
N = 8 trials
n

Defense introduced rape myths 34 times.

n

Defendant acquitted >1/2 the time.
(Temkin, Gray, & Barrett, 2018)
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Clash between social relationship
expectations and sexual assault
Not the only force
Defining the response to child sexual abuse
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Offender’s Influence on the
Victim’s Perception of the Offense
n
n
n
n

Minimizing the offense
Not acting like a rapist or abuser
Using the victim’s sexual response against her
Using the victim’s confusion against her

n

Using the victim’s attachment/dependency
Using the victim’s past

n

Gas lighting

n

54
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Offender’s Influence on the Truth
n

Offenders manipulate the experience of the
assault on the victim, influencing or changing
the victim’s truth of the abuse:

55

n

I am lying in bed alone
now. I fear that I have
hurt you badly. I taped
your feet together and
slapped you in the face. I
can hear you downstairs
crying and my heart is
hurting. I want to go down
and comfort you, but I
know that you do not
want me too. Now you are
leaving. You said that you
don’t feel safe here. That
hurt me so bad. I want to
be your protector. I want
you to feel safe in my
arms. I do not know how
long I can endure this.
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I simply wanted to lie down
and read at 10:00 p.m. You
whined that you did not
want the light on so I begged
you to let me read. I finally
compromised and turned it
off. I said good night and I
love you, then gave you a
kiss. But you don’t want me
to sleep. So I beg you to let
me sleep. You refused. I
tried to just lay quietly but
you yelled and started to
push and pull on me. I
finally turned on to my
stomach and held on to the
bed.

57
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n

n

Every time you tried to
role me over I would just
hold on tighter. You
yelled and then I had
enough when you tried
to pull on my face. I
grabbed your hand and
pinned it under me. I
had you pinned so you
could not move so you
bit me.
I twisted your hand.
You gave up so I let you
go.
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n

n

You start hitting me so I
role over and pinn both
of your arms and press
on your forehead to
restrain you from biting.
You are acting like a
crazy person now.You
start to kick and wiggle.
I have to use a more
uncomfortable method
to restrain you. I was
not choking you. I had
you in a hold that
caused you to choke
yourself the more you
struggled.
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It is very safe and effective.
I let you go. Right after I let
go of you, you hit me right
in the face. I felt a hard pop
in my eye. It stunned me
enough that I just sat back
and calmed down a little.
I got out of bed and went to
look at my eye. I think it
will be black tomorrow. You
called me a pussy and said
that you hope it is black. I
had enough of your mouth
so I slapped you in it.
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After that I went downstairs for
some cool off time for you. I
went to the car and got some
tape. I came back upstairs. You
wanted an apology. I felt like
you deserved it. So I apologize
to you for slapping you. I lay
down and you want me to sleep
downstairs. Not GONNA
HAPPEN. We fight some more
and I cuddle you up and give
you a kiss. You start getting
violent again. . . . . .
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. So I get up and I warn you
that if you don’t behave that
I will tape you up. You did
not listen. You get violent
again. SO . . I tape your feet
together. I warn you to be
nice. You refuse and start
hitting me again.
So I pin your hands and start
to get the tape ready. You
freak out. I decide to let you
go. I start to take it off your
feet but you keep squirming.
You start hitting me.
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n

n

I could have easily
restrained you now, but
again I release you after
you swear to behave.
When I release you, you
get up and leave.
I hate fighting with you.
If you would have just
respected my wishes. I
never would have
seriously hurt you. I was
completely in control of
my actions.
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Every restraining technique
I used on you is safe and
causes only discomfort.
I love you and hope you
make it back home safe.
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Reality is a consensual experience.
Perpetrators try to impact victim
understanding of what happened.
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TRAUMA BONDING

66
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Trauma Bonding: What is it?
“When victims have a certain dysfunctional
attachment that occurs in the presence of
danger, shame, or exploitation.”
(Carnes, 1997, p. 29)
“A traumatic bond is created when pain is
inflicted into the attachment. This bond is
stronger than a non-traumatic bond. The more
traumatic the bond, the harder to get out.”
(Anderson, 2009).
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n

“The process by which the victim gets attached to
trauma or the perpetrator of trauma”
(Hindman, 1989).

n

“When person, male or female, has suffered harsh,
painful treatment over an extended period of time, he
or she naturally feels a flood of love and gratitude
towards anyone who brings relief, like the surge of
affection one might feel for the hand that offers a
glass of water on a scorching day. But in the situation
of abuse, the rescuer and the tormentor are the very
same person”
(Bancroft, 2002, p.220).
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Trauma Bonding
n

The process by which the victim gets highly
attached and bonded to the offender
n Connection to the offender
n Idea/belief in responsibility for the crimes
n Hope
n Comfort from the abuser
n Reliance on the abuser

Adapted from J. Hindman (1989) Just
Before Dawn. Ontario: Oregon, Alexandria
Associates.
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An affectional bond that has been distorted
by the dynamics of abuse.
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How is it created?
n

Love superseded by terror
Relief and gratitude

n

Comfort of the abusers

n
n

Variable Reinforcement
Shift in blame/Locus of control

n

Changing perception of reality

n
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When a Trauma Bond Exists . .
.
n

Children want the abuse to stop.

n

Sometimes they don’t want to lose the
offender.

72
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Adult Expectations
n

That children are afraid of perpetrator

n

Children will avoid future contact with
perpetrator

n

Children will appear distressed
(Shackel, 2008, 2009)
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Reality
n

Children may love perpetrator or be ambivalent.

n

Children may seek ongoing contact.

n

Children may not appear distressed, even on
day of abuse.
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Counterintuitive Victim Behavior
Most extreme form
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Sexual Responsivity During Assault

Most Counterintuitive Behavior
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Anxiety Increases Sexual Arousal
N = 12 males
Ages 21 to 30
nTrained on electric shock to tolerance
nTold 60% chance of shock with lights 1 or2
were on
nViewed sex film while lights were on
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Results
nNo shocks actually given 2nd time
nShock conditions increased arousal
nAnxiety about shocks increased arousal
(Barlow, Sakheim &Beck, 1983)
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Results with Females
N=7
All films 2 minutes
nAnxiety video
Aftermath of several car accidents
including occupant’s death cries
nErotic video
Nude couple engaging in foreplay
nNeutral
Travelogue of Nova Scotia
(Hoon, Wincze and Hoon, 1977)
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Impact of Anxiety on Sexual
Arousal
n

If initially sexual aroused, then subsequent
anxiety film decreases arousal.

n

If initially anxious, then subsequent erotic film
produces higher arousal.
(Hoon, Wincze and Hoon, 1977)
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Excitation Transfer
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“It is known from laboratory studies with women
who are visually exposed to sexually explicit
videos that they can show increased blood flow
to their vaginas (indicating effective genital
sexual arousal) despite the fact that their
subjective reports or conscious perception of the
stimuli, indicates that they are not excited or
aroused.”
(Levin & Berlo, 2004, p. 85)
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“Thus a female subject who is afraid or
frightened during a sexual assault would not
necessarily have unresponsive genitals to
the sexual manipulations of her violator.”
(Levin & Berlo, 2004, p. 85)
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Rates of Arousal in Assaults
N = 58
12 (21%)
Physical response to sexual assault in spite
of experiencing it mentally as “dreadful”
(Ensink & Van Berlo, 1999)
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11 of the 12 used violence
2 used excessive violence
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Impact of Myths about “Real Rape”
n

Definition of victim and offender different

n

Social support different

n

Victim blame different

n

Offenders may justify

86

The Justice Gap

87
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Rape Stats
12.7% to 24% of US women raped or
attempted rape
(Kilpatrick et al., 2007, Kilpatrick et al., 1992.
Russell, 2000, Walter et al., 2013)
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Reporting Sexual Assault
5 Country Study
US, Canada, England, Wales, Australia
Reporting rates from 6% to 32%
32% Outlier
Average 14%
(Daly & Bouhours, 2010)
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The Justice Gap
n

12.5 of 14% convicted of any offense

n

6.5% of 14% convicted of original charge
(Daly & Bouhours, 2010)
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Rate of False Reports
2 to 10%
(Kelly et al., 2005, Lisak et al., 2010, Lovett
& Kelly, 2009, )
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Lovett & Kelly, 2009
Researchers 3%
Police 10%
98% ?
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Of All Sexual Assaults
Reported & Not Reported
Reported and not reported
Convicted of any offense

2%

Convicted of original charge

1%
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Revealed abuse to anyone as
children
10 Retrospective Studies
1/3 revealed abuse
Cases reported to authorities
10% - 18%
(London et al., 2005)
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”Real” Rape and “Simple” Rape
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“Real” Rape
n Stranger

n Violent
n Injuries

n Forceful
n Victim

resistance

defines self as raped
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“Real” Rape
Reporting
Faster, help-seeking, interest in law enforcement
Community
Supportive of victim, decrease in blaming
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“Real” Rape
Offender
Clearly defined, held accountable, typically
limited contact with/influence over the victim
Victim
No contact with offender, sees self as victim
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”Simple” Rape
n

Assailant an acquaintance

n

No weapons

n

No significant injuries

n

His place or hers
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Most Common Rape
n

Assailant an acquaintance

n

No weapons

n

No significant injuries

n

His place or hers
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n

"It really becomes a balancing act for the
investigators. Some of them were Tinder, some
of them were hookup sites, some of theme
were actually coworkers," Rose told DNA info.
"It's not a trend that we're too worried about
because out of 13 [rapes and attempted rapes
reported], only two were true stranger rapes. ...
If there's a true stranger rape, a random guy
picks up a stranger off the street, those are the
troubling ones. That person has, like, no moral
standards.”
(NY City Police Captain Pete Rose, Washington Post,
1.10.17)
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"They're not total-abomination rapes where
strangers are being dragged off the streets,”
(NY City Police Captain Pete Rose, Washington
Post, 1.10.17)
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